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1 Sept 2016  

Dear Valued Customer   

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ) FOR THE CARDS & PROGRAMS 

This section deals with everyday questions that users or card holders or companies may 
have. The list in the front is a list of all kinds of questions.  To find answers you can scan to 
the number and see if this satisfies your need.  If not, feel free to drop us an email and we 
will get back to you.  The questions have been grouped in 5 sections for easy look up. 

1. General.
Who and what is Virtual Fuels?
What is “On the Go” and how does it work?   What is “On The Go 4 Fleets” and how does it work?
What is “On the Go – Loyalty” and how does it work?
Is the card for fuels only and why?   What is the purpose of the card?
What does Secure Payment Gateway (SPG) mean? Who owns and distributes this card?
What makes this card different from others at banks and Oil companies?
Why is fuel so expensive?

2. Technical Card Questions.
What does Mastercard/Visa have to do with it? What does Standard Bank have to do with it?
How does the actual payment work?
Where will the card work and not work? Why doesn’t it ask for kilometres at the station?
Can I buy diesel and petrol from one card and how does it work?  How do all the cards link?

3. Security.
What to do if a card is lost/stolen? How do I change PIN numbers or forget the PIN?
What if I disagree with the transactions on my statement?
Who has access to my deposits? How do I transfer money out of my Fuel Account?
Can I have more than one vehicle using the same card?  Can I have more than one driver using the same card?

4. Using The Card.
How do I get funds on the card(s)?  Can I auto load cards?
How do I do a balance enquiry? How do I block a card?  Can I pay outside the RSA?
Can I draw cash or pay toll fees with this card?  Can I pay for Oil? Can I pay for Petrol?
How do I keep the card loaded?  Can I schedule payments?
Why do transactions get declined?  Are there limits per card?
Does it work at all forecourts?   What is a forecourt?
Can I use it at my own depot?
What are the costs?

5. Financial.
Why FICA?
Is there interest on my positive balances?
How do I transfer money out?
How can I fix my diesel price and how does it work?
How can I get my rebates? How do fixed prices work?
Can I get terms from you?
Why are there no fees, where is the catch?
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SECTION 1 - GENERAL 
1. Who Is Virtual Fuels?  It is a collective network or companies and people.  It refers to the group of companies

and participants that all work together to make up an efficient fuel supply chain.  It includes, retail, wholesale,
trade, green fuel producers, financiers, technical platforms and of course you the fuel consumers.

2. The Fuel Only Programs?  It is a range of Fuel Supply Programs.  This program makes fuel available on the
entire National Retail network using the Virtual Fuels Payment Card.  It delivers value by providing the fuel at
preferential prices at selected stations.  Choices are for Longhauls or Everywhere.

3. The Fuel and Fleet Programs?  It is a Fuel and Fleet Program.  In addition to fuel we add collective buying
tools such as tracking, tyres and roadside support at collective deals and pass this on to the vehicles owners.

4. The Loyalty Program.   A very exciting and expanded program.  It starts with fuels but includes the spend on
other products and works with station owners and other merchants.

5. Is This For Fuels Only?  It will work only at Terminals in use by the banking network. Our programs are
configured to be used at registered terminals to allow fuels and lubricants purchases only.  The Virtual Fuels
group is focused on Fuel Solutions and we specialise in it.

6. What Does Secure Payment Gateway Mean?  It means that funds are paid via standard banking Terminals
whilst on line.  The individual cards cannot request money from the master account and thus can only be
spent what has been allocated to it.  This protects the main account being accessed.

7. What Makes These Cards Different From Banks And Oil Companies? We are focused on fuel solutions.
The card systems gives us the ability to design and implement the best solution according to the client’s need.
It is not specific or constrained by bank or supplier.  In this way we build our own network for our clients – a
truly collective and collaborative effort.  We add change and adapt continuously to the need of our clients and
can do so in a matter of days.

8. Who Owns and Distributes This Card?  The issuing bank is Standard Bank. We have an agreement with them
that regulate the agreement.

9. What Is The Purpose Of The Card?  The Card is presented to allow a single point of entry into the fuel supply
chain.  With this you can access fuels and lubricants on national, retail, wholesale and depot level.  This means
it accounts for both as a connector to products and services as well as effecting the payment.   See the card as
a passport to the Virtual Fuel Network.

10. Why Is Fuel So Expensive?  Almost 40% of the price is taxes.  The rest is the function of Crude Oil Prices and
the exchange rate.  A weak Rand means a high price. To combat this fixed prices may be a good option.

SECTION 2 - TECHNICAL 
1. What Does Mastercard Have To Do With This?  The RSA is poorly developed in terms of E-Commerce so we

still have to use cards.  Mastercard is one of the three largest card clearing companies in the world.  By using
cards supported by them we know it will work and be accepted everywhere.  It makes the card a true passport
to electronic payments.

2. How Does Physical Payment Work?  Card machines use a two stage payment process.  It pre-authorises on
line and then holds the money for later transfer and collection by the supplier’s bank from the card. Banking
protocols trigger the collection. It may take up to 48 hrs before the merchant sees the money in his account.  It
is for this reason that you see both stages and times on your statements.  It will give you an actual cash
balance in your deposit account and a pending amount.

3. Where Will the Card Work and Not Work?  The programs are set to work with card terminals that are coded
to 5411. This is the code for fuel and lubricants.  It will work there and only there.  It is vital that drivers
present this only at the fuel terminals.  With the VISA sign on it the attendants sometimes get confused.  It will
not work at the shops of a fuel station or at ATM’s. It will not work cross border. It will not work at toll
stations.
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4. Why Doesn’t It Ask For Kilometres At The Station?  It is a payment gateway for fuels.  The card facilitates
entry into the system, loyalty programs, and individual configuration.  This is not available using standard fuel
cards.  In time we will develop code to request these and foresee this capacity to also capture this by year end.

5. Can I Fill With Diesel Or Petrol Using The Same Card?  The card is not checked or programmed by product.
It will work for any and all fuels.  This is for you to manage.  When it is issued it is assigned to a vehicle and we
accept that the vehicle uses a single product – ie either diesel or petrol.  From this we do all calculations and
data processing.

6. Why Is There More Than One Website That We Use?  The card gives entry to multiple offerings and
products. There is a general info web explaining the context, the banking platform and the interactive data
centre.  It is controlled by different departments for security reasons.

SECTION 3 - SECURITY 
1. What Happens If A Card Is Lost Or Stolen?  First and foremost is to unload the funds using any of the three

options. It is immediate. Then call the support centre and stop the card. Then send us a mail.  The card will be
de-activated and will cease to work. If it does we will see and notify you so we can track it. This will then be
replaced and money on the card transferred to the new one.

2. To Change Pin Or If You Forget The PIN.  Only your administrator can do this or us.  You can mail us and ask
us to reset it for you.

3. What If I Disagree On Transaction Amounts Shown On Statements?  Should you disagree with a
transaction amount from using the card you must notify us immediately.  After that scan and send the
proof/reason of the problem.  We will follow the transaction backwards and try to fix it.  If it can’t be fixed it
will stay on the card.  For queries with rebates and loyalty you will contact your service agent.

4. Who Holds/Has Access To My Deposit?  Any deposit is held in a transaction account at the bank. It stays
there and stays within the banking domain of the Fuel Account it was paid into.  Nobody has access to that.  To
move the money it must go out via the cards or by written request to us.

5. Who Can Transfer Money Out Of My Account?  Only we can authorise that. All Fuel Master Accounts are
under the program control and thus we have to authorise the outwards payment. This is only done if the
account with us is within the agreement.  Cash surpluses will be transferred on the same day as requested.

6. Multiple Users Per Card/Vehicle?  One user per card is assigned and issued with a PIN and cell no.   PIN’s may
never be shared.  It is key point for security!  To swop cards you need to change the PIN.

SECTION 4  - USING THE CARD 
1. Why Do I Manually Load The Cards?  A key feature is to prevent unauthorised use.  It is best to keep cards 

empty. That way it has little impact if lost stolen or almost impossible to abuse.

2. Can I Auto Load The Cards?  YES. You can set the Fuel Master to repeat transfers. It is set card by card so can 
manage each card as needed.  In this way the card will reload daily or as you specify with the amount you 
specify.  This feature is simple as a click on the Fuel Master Account.  With one click the card will reload every 
day.  Another click and it will stop.  Ask your service agent for a demo.

3. How Do I Do A Balance Enquiry?  You have 5 methods.
a) Check the daily E-Statement
b) Via the website by logging in and doing an enquiry
c) Use cellphone banking by dialling *120*856#
d) At the terminal prior to filling up
e) Or phone us

4. How Do I block A Card?  By phone to the support line or by mail.  The customer card line will do this for you.

5. Can I Pay Outside The RSA?  NO.  Payments outside the RSA is controlled by the Reserve bank.  We will have 
a solution with a linked card by year end. 
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6. Can I Pay Toll Fees, Truck Stops, or draw cash? NO. Tolls need online transfers and ATM’s are blocked.
Some trucks code their terminals as fuels – this is site specific to the owner.

7. Is There A Limit Per Card?  We have set daily limits.  It is assumed a truck will not need more than
R25000/day.  This is there for protection.  Should the need arise this can be changed.

8. How Do I Keep The Card Loaded/Full.  The recurring payment feature allows you to transfer daily amounts.
You will specify these on vehicle level and this will happen daily or as you choose.

9. Can I Schedule Payments/Transfers?  YES.  You can schedule recurring transfers on daily weekly or other
schedule. You will specify these on vehicle level and this will take place as you chose.

10. Why Do Transactions Get Declined? Transactions get declined for various reasons.  These include:
a) wrong pin – after three attempts the card is blocked
b) wrong terminal – after three attempts the card is blocked
c) not enough funds – after three attempts the card is blocked

11. Does It Work At All Forecourts?  NO.  At some stations the owners do not accept debit or credit cards.  At
these stations no debit card will work (including ours).  These stations accept only fleet or garage cards.

12. What Is A Forecourt?  It refers to the place at a garage where you fill your vehicle. It is the pump area of the
filling stations.  It excludes the shops and technical workshops.

13. Will It Work At My Depot?  YES.  We do personalised setups for our clients as the need arises.  It is a powerful
tool to allow one system for all vehicles, everywhere.

14. What Are The Costs?  There are no daily or admin costs. We don’t sell the cards, they are ours and the
program costs are for us. We pay the cost. We assign them to you for use in the procurement of fuels that are
part of the program.  If used outside of the system there is a charge to you.

SECTION 5 - FINANCIAL 

1. FICA – Who, Why and What Is FICA and Why Do I Need It?  It stands for Financial Information and Credit
Act.  It intends to block undesirable elements from access to the money and to limit money laundering. It is a
global thing and it is also applicable in the RSA.  We all have to comply - even to purchase a cell phone - so best
we get used to it.

2. Is There Interest On My Positive Balances?  Yes but there are T&C’s.  Above R 5 000 avg Daily Balance. At
present this is 3% . This changes as the national interest rate is set by government.

3. How Do I Transfer Money Out?  The money is in a transaction account so can only be retrieved by our written
instruction to the bank.  This is a security and control measure that protects the system integrity.

4. How Does Fixed Prices Work?  We offer fixed fuel price supply transactions.  We feel strongly that risk
should be managed in a business and we will assist. The risk is hedged on the derivatives exchange and cash
settled. To access this you will need a JSE account with us.

5. How Do I Get My Rebates? You get daily transaction statements and weekly rebate statements. This will
show all calculations.  The rebates are paid to your fuel master account.

6. Can I Get Terms From Virtual Fuels?  We have funded programs that allow us to supply you on specific
terms.  These are integrated transactions and programs that deliver tremendous value.  In this we focus on the
need and solutions and not on “credit.”  We don’t like the word.  These protect you from falling into credit
traps.  We love to bring corporate tools into your business.  We don’t do credit – just solutions.

7. Why Are There No Fees?  We make our money providing fuel through the provisions of solutions. The card is
there to facilitate the transaction only.  Our agreement provides that purchase a minimum amount starting at
400ℓ for light vehicles and up to 1200ℓ for heavy vehicles.  This makes sure the network is active and strong.
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“….If you want to go fast – go alone. 
  If you want to go far,  go together…..”  

    San Proverb
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